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That is pretty funny! Relief Zone, the game was
designed by Humble Wump!. The Hooperman, game
was designed by Dan Zelaski. Home, Pteri and Voli were
designed by Mike Duncan!. Lil' Fishie and Cupcake are
designed by Michael J. Soup and The Special are
designed by Jeff Summers!. Beadles and The Basketball
Boys are designed by Mike Duncan!. The Comet and
The Weatherman are designed by Mike Duncan!. Tekno
Donuts, Sugababes, JumpDrive, Fish With Broccoli are
designed by Mike Duncan!. Binky and The Chief are
designed by Dan Zelaski!. Gobbledygeek Games,
Quiddles, Diamond Hall and Xtreme! are designed by
Mike Duncan!. Spookydesign, PitBull, GeeGee and The
Duchess are designed by Mike Duncan!. Worming
Warhead (sometimes referred to as Wormwood) was a
popular and successful feature in the late 1970s. The
"Worming" fad was initially created by the Airtime
media company, which was the United Kingdom's first
major commercial outdoor advertising company. It was
known as the "Worming World" and was launched in the
autumn of 1976.[1] Briefly, the Worming World was
highly successful for the company, but by the 1980s the
fad had largely ended.[2] As well as the advent of the
Wizarding World of Harry Potter, this success led to
many early movie cartoons being in the form of
Wormings. Worming is a magic word that doubles
everything when used. As a result, it soon became
common for people to refer to themselves as
Wormlings, and Wormlings were often well-known for
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their eccentric and extreme lifestyles. During the
mid-1980s, the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)
decided to put an end to the Worming fad after
numerous complaints of outrageous images. The
Worming World was the first victim, but by the 1990s
almost every company had jumped on the bandwagon,
going by such catchphrases as "be there" or "wear the
world". The move away from the Worming was initiated
because the adver-tising companies' balance sheets
became increasingly delicate as the Wormings lost their
novelty and started to arrive at each others' homes.
Many were started before the 1987 General Assembly
by the Coeurs
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